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Abstract. Horizontal force during unsteady rolling is considered with its
calculation for 4-high rolling stands when rolling torques and rolling stands
geometrical characteristics are known. Phenomenon of appearance of
horizontal forces applied to work rolls preceding appearance of all other
basic loads in sheet rolling mill stands and their main drive lines was
theoretically and experimentally proved for different rolling mill stands.

1 Introduction
Main attention is given to dynamic (unsteady) and static (steady) rolling torques in methods
of detailed theoretical stress calculations of main drive lines and scrutinize of dynamic
loads in different rolling stands [1-6]. Also, reasons of numerous accidental breakdowns of
details of main drive lines are believed to be high values of dynamic rolling torques [3,7,8].
At theoretical and experimental studies of horizontal forces during rolling [9-12] main aims
were calculation of horizontal forces, increase of equipment durability, improve of quality
of rolled metal, etc.
In addition, in modern practice of protection of metallurgical machines from
breakdowns it is priority to protect equipment from high values of dynamic rolling torques
but question of reduction of horizontal forces during rolling is rarely considered. That is
why, main aim of this paper are:
 definition of relation between horizontal forces Fhor. d and dynamic rolling torques Td for
thick and thin strip 4-hi rolling stands;
 prove that Fhor. d and impacts of work roll (WR) chocks against housings arise earlier
than Td that states necessity to analyze Fhor. d especially during unsteady rolling.

2 Materials and Methods
Act of initial horizontal force from billet on bottom work roll (BWR) is described in [13].
Scheme of act of initial dynamic horizontal force Fhor. d BWR on the basis of BWR is shown
*
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on Figure 1. It is done for case when forces are moved to the central point of BWR and Fhor.
acts from neutral section plane (NSP).

d BWR

Fig. 1. Scheme of act of initial dynamic horizontal force Fhor. d BWR from metal billet on BWR when it
is moved to the central point of BWR.

Taking into consideration calculation of initial horizontal dynamic force on i-WR Fhor. d i
for 2-hi rolling stand is shown in [13]. Fhor. d i can be calculated at period of time t for 4-hi
rolling stand (when there is no slippage between WR and back-up roll (BUR)) as per:

Fhor. d i (t ) 

Td i (t )  Tst i (t )
,N
  r 2
ri  1  i 
Rj 




(1)

Where Td i is dynamic rolling torque on i-WR (its spindle), N∙m; Tst i is static rolling
torque (during steady rolling) on i-WR (its spindle), N∙m; ri is radius of i-WR, m; Rj is
radius of j-BUR which is in contact with i-WR, m.
Further transformation of Fhor. d i in dynamic force of horizontal impact of WR chock is
described in [14,15]. On its value significant influence make:
 horizontal rigidity of housing in place of impact of WR chock (its lining strap) against
housing window (its facing strip);
 gap between lining strap and facing strip;
 energy of the impact.
Proposed method of calculation of dynamic horizontal force theoretical value can be
used by rolling mills staff.
Experimental data analysis of dynamic rolling torques measurements on spindles, WRs
and deformation / elongation of housings frames of hot strip rolling mills 2500 and 1700
[11-12] shows that deformation / elongation of housings frames (by rolling force P at start
of rolling) begins earlier then increase of T D on spindle near WR by around 0.018...0.021
sec (refer to Figure 2). To the point, maximum of TD on spindle is by 0.03 sec earlier then
maximum elongation of housings frames due to rolling force P.
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Fig. 2. Oscillogram fragment of record of rolling force P and dynamic rolling torque TD in roughing
stand of hot rolling mill 1700.

Experimental measurements results of dynamic horizontal forces and rolling forces in
roughing stand of hot rolling mill 1700 given in [10] shows that start of increase of
horizontal forces FHOR. I acting from WR chocks on reciprocal surfaces of BURs
chocks/housings is faster then start of increase of rolling force P by 0.01sec (refer to
Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Oscillogram fragment of record of horizontal forces and rolling force in roughing rolling stand
of hot rolling mill 1700: FHOR. 1 is horizontal force acting on front (in rolling direction) reciprocal
lining strap of BUR chock on drive side; FHOR. 2 is horizontal force acting on front reciprocal lining
strap of BUR chock on operator side; FHOR. 3 is horizontal force acting on back (in rolling direction)
reciprocal lining strap of BUR chock on operator side.

Experimental measurements results of dynamic horizontal forces of WRs chocks
impacts against housings and rolling forces in rolling stand #5 of rolling mill 2000 given in
[9] shows that start of increase of horizontal forces FHOR. acting from WR chocks on
reciprocal surfaces of housings is faster then start of increase of rolling force P by 0.02 sec
(refer to Figure 4). It is explained by fact [16] that sensors of dynamic horizontal forces
were installed on delivery side of the rolling stand where the second WRs chocks impacts
in most cases happen.
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It is experimentally proved that the first WR chocks impact against housings / BURs
chocks happens on entry side [10,11]. The second impact (on delivery side of rolling stand)
happens after 0.02…0.03 sec (refer to Figure 3) and [17] depending on design of rolling
stand, gaps between contact surfaces of chocks and housings, etc.

Fig. 4. Oscillogram fragment of horizontal forces of the second impact of WR chocks and rolling
force in roughing rolling stand #5 of rolling mill 2000 when sensors of Fhor. were installed on delivery
side of the rolling stand.

It can be stated that Fhor. (from entry side of rolling stand) and P simultaneously arise for
some rolling stands or start of Fhor. increase is faster then start of increase of rolling force P
by around 0.01...0.02 sec (refer to Figure 3 and Figure 4). In addition, for theoretical
calculations it can be suggested that start of Fhor. increase is faster then start of Td increase
by t1 = 0.01 sec.
According to experimental loads measurements data in roughing rolling stand #5 of
rolling mill 2000 [20,22] start of P increase is faster then start of increase of dynamic
rolling torque on motor shaft T d. M. by t2 = 0.05...0.06 sec. Start of Td. increase is bottom
spindle is faster then start of Td. M. increase by t3 = 0.014...0.015sec. Hence, for the roughing
rolling stand #5 of rolling mill 2000 it can be stated that start of Fhor. increase is faster then
start of Td increase on spindle by around t = t1 + t2 – t3 = 0.045 sec.
Further analysis of experimental measurements data of dynamic rolling torques on
spindles, rolling forces and movements of WRs chocks is done on the basis of modern
experiments.
Analysis of experimental measurements data of dynamic rolling torques on spindles and
rolling forces in 4-hi thick strip rolling stand of Ilsenburger Grobblech GmbH [18] shows
that start of P increase is faster then start of Td increase on spindles by around
0.027...0.033sec (refer to Figure 5). In addition, Td maximum is faster than P maximum by
around 0.045...0.05 sec (refer to Figure 5).
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Fig. 5. Oscillogram fragment of dynamic rolling torques on spindles and rolling forces in 4-hi thick
strip rolling stand.

Analysis of experimental measurements data of dynamic rolling torque on BWR spindle
and rolling force in 4-hi thick strip rolling stand of Rolled Products Inc. [19] shows that
start of P increase is faster then start of T d increase on BWR spindle by around 0.04...0.05
sec (refer to Figure 6). In addition, the second maximum of T d is faster than P maximum by
around 1.05...1.15sec (refer to Figure 6).
Analysis of experimental measurements data of dynamic rolling torque on BWR spindle
Td and horizontal movements (inside housing window) of BWR chock on drive side of
finishing rolling stand #7 of rolling mill 2000 at metal bite by WRs [20] shows that start of
BWR chock (on drive side) movements is faster then start of Td increase on BWR spindle
by around 0.018...0.024sec (refer to Figure 7).
Analysis of experimental measurements data done on numerous rolling stands shows
that dynamic rolling torque on WR spindle starts earlier than on motor shaft [21].
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Fig. 6. Oscillogram fragment of dynamic rolling torque on BWR spindle and rolling force of 4-hi
thick strip rolling stand.

Fig. 7. Oscillogram fragment of dynamic rolling torque on BWR spindle and movements (inside
housing window) of BWR chock on drive side of the finishing rolling stand #7 of rolling mill 2000 at
metal bite.
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3 Conclusions
1. Relations between horizontal forces, dynamic rolling torques and design of rolling
stands are shown for 4-hi rolling stands.
2. Based on numerous experimental data it is proved that horizontal inertia forces acting
on WRs and transformed in dynamic horizontal forces of WRs impacts against housings
(slots of BURs chocks) at metal bite arise earlier than dynamic rolling torque on WRs
spindles. It states necessity to consider the dynamic horizontal forces during rolling.
3. Theoretical and experimental analyzes are done which state that starts of horizontal
impacts of WRs chocks against housings (slots of BURs chocks) are earlier than starts
of dynamic rolling torque on WRs spindles by:

0.03sec for the roughing rolling stand of rolling mill 1700;

0.045sec for the roughing rolling stand #5 of rolling mill 2000;

0.021sec for the finishing rolling stand #7 of rolling mill 2000.
4. Horizontal forces of WRs impacts against housings (slots of BURs cocks) at metal bite
arise earlier than other forces/loads responsible for accidental breakdowns of rolling
stands equipment. Hence, the horizontal forces should be considered and controlled for
increase of rolling stands durability.
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